
SeaSideMinimalism 

SimpleSeaShapes 

 

 This  image is comprised of two elements the horizon and the island that is shaped as such that it leads 

into the horizon this is to connote that a journey does not need to lead to something to be meaningful. 

This image uses the deep contrast between the dark island and the white water this makes the viewer 

feel like they are in a place unlike this earth that is fully peaceful and  stress free and hence this 
stimulates the viewer to feel a sense of calmness.  

LoneIslandFriendship 

 

This is an image that needs a lot of negative space for  the viewer to fully understand the potential story 

it shows 2 people alone on a island surrounded by nothing. This resembles a friendship that has been 

unaltered by the outside world and hence it shows that they are experie ncing a peaceful time  



PierSideView 

 

This image uses a simple pier as a subject and removes all other aspects to create a beautiful and 

isolated image. When i saw this pier it reminded me of my times on the beech as a child and walking on 

every pier even though you don't have to this hence make the image have great meaning to me. I also 

decided to include some clouds in the image to add some other elements to the image other than the 
pier just because i thought it was a little too simplistic without it.  

RuralRiverLiving 

 

These houses by the sea i believe is a reminder that people live in many different ways it was taken at 

the edge of a fishing lake and when i look at the photo it reminds me to take it slow like people who fish 
do who live a very simple and peacefull life.  



LovelyLittleLake 

 

This image was taken due to the way that the trees surround the lake this shows the depth of the lake. 

This image is so bright and the reflections are so perfect that it transports the viewer in to a beautiful 

headspace that is almost heaven like this is an almost a dissociative feeling and separates the viewer 

from the world and hence relives stress which is a thing that i aim to do with the majority of my 
minimalistic images. 

SmallBrightHaven 

 

This image originally had more elements either side of the small island but i decided to take them out 

with the clone tool this helped create an image that I had been hoping to find since the start of 

minimalism this being a lone island in a body of water this creates a little i sland disconnected from 

ordinary life this hence makes us think what it is like on this island? Are there any animals on it? what 

would it be like living there away from the current hectic world?  



DramaticLittleLighthouse 

 

This and the next two images are fine art black and whites. This particular image uses the water that 

goes into the lake to lead up to the lighthouse the dramatic colours and deep contrast creates a moody 

image that conveys danger and hence the lighthouse being white being a beacon of hope.  

OffWeSail 

 

This is a simple yet effective image showing a boat in centre frame this hence focus on the boat and the 

stories that would of occurred on the boat in the middle of the sea and hence creating an interesting 

story for the image. 



EnteringTheCastle 

 

This place has a castle on the other side of this bridge which has since collapsed but this is a quite 

interesting photo which I decided to warp slightly to create more negative space and lead the viewers 

eyes from thee corners and hence creating more space hence showing the isolation of the location. 

IntoTheMountains 

 

This is my favourite image and i believe my  best work it uses this simplistic formulae that I created but 

expands it by having some mountains in the background and the boat that is launching off the island. 

This hence creates a story of how the boat gets from the island to the mountains and what happens on 

the way. The use of negative space shows the space around the boat and hence shows the possibilities 
that are available in terms of where the boat can go too. 


